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KCP-346 French Flag
Black Metal French flag for blocking 
lightings (40 cm X 25cm)  

KCP-343 Flex Arm Kit for Dots and Fingers
The kits comes with a 14mm diameter, 45cm long double 3/8"-16 
female threads flex arm and two adapters included KS-038 which 
is hex adapter tapped with a 3/8” -16 female thread at one end 
and a 3/8"-16 male thread at the other for connecting to flex arm 
with Convi clamp and KS-038DR which is dot receiver with 3/8"-16 
female thread and 16mm O.D. as a baby pin. Each adapter can be 
fixed with included M4 set screw, it offers the flexibility to fix or unfix 
the adapters from the arm whenever there is 3/8” -16 threads 
available. It is good for positioning of small gobos, flags, reflectors, 
props or flash head.

KCP-344 Flex Arm
The 45 cm long flex arm comes with double 3/8"-16 female threads 
which connected with the brass made 3/8"-16 female and 1/4" male 
thread adapters.  It works great with Convi clamp or stand with3 /8"-16 
stand top for easy adjusting position of any objects mounted on the arm.
The same way to fix and unfix the adapters from the arm by set screws 
as KCP-343 and KCP-345. 

KS-038DR Dot Receiver
Dot receiver with 3/8''-16 male

KS-050 Flag holder
Designed to fit on KCP-345 Flex arm 
and made of zinc casting material 
with M6 thread.
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KCP-345 Flex Arm for French Flag
The 45 cm long flex arm comes with double 3/8"-16 female threads
which attached with one side zinc casting clamp for connecting to 
camera and the other side with French flag holder which hold the 
flag to block unwanted light from hitting lens usually resulting in a 
lens flare. 

KS-038 Hex Adapter
Hex adapter with3/8''-16 male thread


